
In this month’s journal we continue examining how

web services are based on an evolution of many

existing technologies and practices.

In Data Collaboration, Richard Veryard continues his series of

reports on service identification. In this month’s report he introduces

improved approaches to data analysis and planning, and illustrates

by example how to coordinate the information requirements of

various stakeholders and to use this perspective to drive the

identification of services and to better segregate knowledge in

component architecture.

We have commented on numerous occasions that web services will

have a dramatic impact on EAI practices and technologies. Further

we often recommend that implementing better structure for internal

applications is a good place to start with web services. So we

thought it was about time we looked at this topic in detail. In Web

Services and EAI, Jonathan Stephenson provides an analysis of the

EAI task, and makes suggestions on how a web service based

integration process can be made more adaptable and reliable. 

Many forum members were pioneers of component based

development and gained their early experience using the Select

Perspective method courtesy of Paul Allen and Stuart Frost. Of

course there has been much water under the bridge since then, both

for Select, which is now a division of Aonix and of course component

best practice. We are therefore pleased to include a guest report

from the Select division of Aonix, who responded to my suggestion

that they should tell us how they now advise their customers in the

light of both components and services. In their paper, Messrs Apperly,

Latchem and Piper provide a case study which illustrates clearly the

evolutionary nature of component and service based practice.

Finally, if you have been following our various reports and

commentaries on security, and specifically our assertion that you

need an immune model as well as the conventional fortress model,

you will be interested to see our report on Okena, that has

implemented many of these concepts in their product - Storm Watch.

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com
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Background
Many member organizations are working on web

applications, their connections with the component

notion, their evolution, etc. We have found considerable

interest in using XML to describe different aspects of

a web application.

In various papers and presentations recently, we have

mentioned the use of documents that describe the

differences between the data of each stakeholder. A

number of members have asked for more detail and

documentation about this idea, the relation between

data modeling and web services. This article discusses

the impacts of web services or components on data

modeling, and indicates some data- and document-

oriented techniques for web service identification.

Example
One of the most important – and underrated – skills of

data modeling is data negotiation. In my data modeling

workshops, I include a role-play exercise to provide an

opportunity to practise data negotiation.

In this exercise, the students are divided into several

teams. Each team is given a different problem, with a

different perspective, and required to develop a data

model from this perspective. The teams then negotiate

interfaces and protocols for the exchange of information,

while each preserving the integrity of their own model.

(This is partly an exercise in the difficulty of

communication. In real life, teams would find creative

ways of misunderstanding one another, and would

block out different viewpoints, while remaining civil

and outwardly cooperative.)

The exercise is based on a case study of communications

between two specific hospitals, which is then generalized

into communications between any two hospitals.

Hospital communications
We start by supposing that a patient arrives in a Danish

hospital suffering from a rare disease. There is little

knowledge of this disease in Denmark, but there have

been a few recent cases in France. So there is some

information in France that may benefit a patient in

Denmark. Some of the stakeholders and other agents

are shown in Figure 1.

Multiple Perspectives
Health informatics is an application area that is

notorious for conflicts of requirements between different

communities and professional interests. Even for those

of us who have merely a lay/customer interest in the

health service, it is easy to appreciate the fact that

doctors and hospital administrators have significantly 

Service

Identification -

Data

Collaboration
By Richard Veryard

In this article, we address the
component identification question
from a data and document
perspective – taking us from
component-based development
towards component-based
knowledge. This continues our
series of reports on the theme of
service identification, with special
attention to the data and document
exchanges between service units.
We examine how a distributed
business process can be understood
as a series of collaborations or
conversations between different
stakeholders. Each stakeholder has
a context, which can be expressed
as a local data model. This leads to
defining firstly the documents that
represent the exchange of
information and services between
stakeholders, and secondly the
process wiring that bridges between
the multiple contexts. We look at
the techniques for doing this, and
the implications for decomposing
requirements into discrete services?w
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Local model
To start the exercise, each team takes a different

stakeholder perspective, and constructs a local data

model from that perspective.

A data model from the doctor’s

perspective might contain a great

deal of medical information, but

nothing about cost. In contrast, we

would expect the data model from

the administrator’s perspective to

contain a lot of data about costs,

nursing rotas, bed occupancy,

and so on.

Global model
In the old (“Information

Engineering”) approach to data

modeling, the local models would

have been merged into a single

global model, supposed to satisfy

the information needs of doctors,

administrators and any other

identifiable stakeholders. This

global data model would be used

to design a large central database.

In theory, the original local

models – the doctors’ view, the

administrators’ view – would be

derivable from the global model,

as subsets or subschemas of the

whole. In practice, this was rarely

achieved.

There are many difficulties with

this approach, and we have

rehearsed these before. What I

want to concentrate on here is the

fact that there may be radical

semantic differences between

different user communities.

Semantic differences are often

discussed as if the only problem

was that of synonymous vocabulary

– indeed, the most common

example cited is that some users

say customer and some users say

client. This is really not a very

interesting or difficult example, and

when a tool-vendor boasts that his

tool can handle this example, I

take it as a sign that maybe the

tool cannot handle anything more

complex or useful.

continues...
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Figure 1: Stakeholders/agents in hospital communications

Figure 2: Stakeholder concerns

● The Danish patient 

● The medical staff of the Danish hospital, concerned with curing

the patient

● The administration of the Danish hospital, with cost and efficiency

targets focused on Danish patients.

● The administration of the French hospital, with cost and efficiency

targets focused on French patients.

● The medical staff of the French hospital, willing to share information

with professional colleagues elsewhere

● The French patients (or their next of kin) from whom the medical

information has been obtained

different agendas, concerns and intentions – resulting in

radically different, perhaps even incompatible concep-

tual models. This makes it an excellent example to use

for training purposes.
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operated by a consortium, or as a third-party service.

Traditional relational database theory points to a single

centralized representation of every fact. This is held up

as an ideal, which is then compromised for so-called

technical reasons (reliability, performance, and so on).

Newer thinking about peer-to-peer computing turns this

idea on its head. Of course, each hospital may still have

a central database, and there may still be a role for data

marts spanning many hospitals, but the contents of

these data stores now needs to be considered much

more carefully. Doctors will have medical databases,

administrators will have administrative databases, and

so on. These data stores simply become further

components in an increasingly complex architecture.

Not that there is anything new about having multiple

databases – most organizations have them, not just

hospitals. What is new is that we now have better ways

of planning and designing the contents and structure

of these databases, using component-based data

modelling and data negotiation.

Information hiding
We can now go back to an important design principle

that was forgotten in the heyday of Information

Engineering – that of information hiding. If we assume

that primary responsibility for cost belongs to the

administrators, and primary responsibility for medical

matters belongs to the doctors, then the doctors’

model should contain as little cost information as

possible, and the administrators’ model should contain

as little medical information as possible – just enough

to support the necessary conversations, and not an

attribute more.

Applying this principle allows the data exchanges to

be as simple and robust as possible, and reduces the

coupling between the collaborating parties or

components. Changes in the medical state-of-the-art

may require changes to the medical data model;

changes to administrative procedures, measurements

and benchmarks may require changes to the

administrative data model; but such changes should

not affect the documents that pass between doctors

and administrators. This is applying the core tenets of

component-based software engineering to data modeling.

Extending the example
Let’s extend the healthcare example. So far, we have

identified four main stakeholders: French doctors,

French administrators, Danish doctors, and Danish

administrators. We might imagine that it’s fairly easy to

bring doctors from around the world into a single

international medical perspective – although in practice 

In the hospital case, a more interesting example might

be related to the continuity of patient. Let’s suppose for

the sake of argument that the doctors’ model has a

notion of continuity, and the administrators’ model

doesn’t. Thus if Mary is discharged and readmitted,

the doctor will regard her as the same patient back

again, while the administrator will regard her as a new

occurrence of patient – perhaps with a link to a previous

occurrence. Thus two or more occurrences of patient in

one model map onto a single occurrence of patient in

the other model. (This is important, because it affects

the performance figures.)

If two groups of users have a different definition of

patient, how can we achieve a global data model?

Either by privileging one definition over the other – and

it’s not hard to imagine the internal political strife that

this would cause – or by including both (with renaming

to remove any possible ambiguity) and making the

model horribly complicated.

Document exchange
With component-based development and web services,

we now have a radical alternative to this approach.

Each local data model is maintained separately, and

retains its own strong identity and business meaning.

Collaboration between these separate models is

implemented through the exchange of documents –

usually coded in XML.

In the hospital example, we can construct a series of

conversations between doctors and administrators. There

are some processes that the doctors cannot complete

without some collaboration with administrators, and there

are some processes that the administrators cannot

complete without some collaboration with doctors.

Data negotiation is concerned with establishing the

basis for these conversations and exchanges. Now

it’s perfectly possible for doctors and administrators to

have a meaningful conversation about a patient,

despite the fact that they have a slightly different

underlying notion of patient, provided that certain

precautions are taken.

Information sharing
In many large organizations where the application

developers are building business application components,

which call data access components – the data access

components are merely providing services into a

traditional relational database.

Applying this approach would mean that the doctors

and administrators in each hospital would share a

single hospital database. It would also lead to the idea

that information exchange or transactions between

hospitals would involve a central data mart, perhaps
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even this is more difficult than it sounds. Administrators

are typically operating against a national socio-economic

background, and the national differences here may be

more obvious.

But of course, in practice, the stakeholder web extends

very much further than this. Bring in the drug companies,

the health insurance companies, various Government

agencies, and the complexity of the data modelling

explodes. Except that if we remain focused on specific

data exchanges between these groups, instead of trying

to produce a global model of healthcare that satisfies

all of them at once, the task becomes very much more

manageable.

Our example describes a highly politicized environment,

where stakeholder conflicts are notorious. So how

relevant is this to other application areas? Very much so

– although such conflicts may not be so obvious in other

application areas, they are always present to some

extent – and all the more difficult to detect by being more

subtle. Furthermore, as components and web services

are wired together across multiple organizations –

or even between different parts of a multinational

corporation – it becomes almost inevitable that different

conceptual models are in play.

Generalizing the process
With conventional data modelling, the data model scope

gets larger, and the data model itself gets more complex,

as the requirements analysis proceeds. Indeed, this is

sometimes only manageable by jumping to higher levels

of abstraction – a technique which may reduce the

structural complexity of the model, but at a risk of

detaching business meaning – or by arbitrary descoping.

With the component approach, the local data model

can become more and more sharply focused on the

primary task of a specific user community. Data models

are refined and purified, to remove information whose

responsibilities lie elsewhere in the organization or in

the business process.

The interesting work is the data negotiation, which

takes place between the local data models.

In training situations, as with many simple project

scenarios, the negotiation is bilateral – determining the

content and structure of a bilateral data exchange.

This is described in Box 1

In more complex situations, data negotiation may involve

many more players, and may need to anticipate the

needs of absent or future players. If the design goal is

to develop documents that are as widely accessible as

possible, then the general principles of reuse must

be applied.

Identify the sources of information in your model. Identify

places where you need information from another team.

Identify places where you might expect another team to

want information from you. Identify places where you

might want to provide information to another team.

Two teams then need to agree what information is going

to be passed between the teams. Then they work out a

logical mapping between the two models, and use this to

define the exchange documents and the associated XML

schemas.

At this stage, it may be possible to identify some

communication requirements that are impossible to

satisfy. This may require some alterations to the models.

However, these should be kept to a minimum. Try to avoid

making any major changes to your own model. You may

need to add some detail to clarify the mappings – but

only do this where this makes sense from your own

stakeholder’s perspective.

Box 1: Bilateral Data Negotiation

However, there is an important design dilemma here.

The instinct of most data modellers is to make models

as abstract as possible – thus effectively stripping out

as much meaning as possible. The design goal is to

make the document as meaningful as possible, in as

many different contexts as possible.

Final Remarks
There is a natural progression from component-based

development to component-based knowledge. Each

component has a local data model, which represents

the knowledge available to that component. The

identification (scoping) of components becomes an

exercise in defining coherent parcels of knowledge, with

meaningful conversations between them. This approach

is particularly relevant in situations that involve richly

diverse knowledge.

In simple domains, it may at least be theoretically

possible (even if often impractical or technically

inappropriate) to establish a single shared (“global”)

model, so that all local models are mapped to the shared

model. In complex domains such as healthcare, this

isn’t even theoretically possible. There is no top-down

approach, because there is no single agreed place that

is the “top” – merely lots of different stakeholders each

of whom thinks the world revolves around his agenda.

richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

Follow-Up
Please contact us at info@cbdiforum.com for in-house

courses in data modeling and data negotiation.
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EAI is recognized as a problem domain that needs

specific tools and architectures and we have written

about it regularly over the years. Some of what follows

will summarise what has been written before, but we aim

here to update what we have said before in the light of

web service protocols such as WSDL and SOAP.

Some key features of an EAI server are:

● Process Orchestration and Aggregation

● Application Adapters

● Technology Platform Adapters

● Network Gateways

● Monitoring and Alerts

● Security

● Reliable asynchronous messaging

Commercial EAI servers frequently use a hub and spoke

architecture, into which the adapters for packaged

applications and platforms are plugged. You choose an

EAI solution in the main because it has ‘out of the box’

answers for the packages you are planning to integrate,

for example, a company with Siebel, PeopleSoft and

SAP would look for those specific adapters. A great

server architecture is not much use if you have to build

all your own adapters. Integration of packages usually

involves creating new business transactions (sometime

called a collaboration) that span several packages and

processes. Defining the flow and the pre and post

conditions what we refer to as orchestration. One

might speculate that package solution adapters were

high on IBM shopping list when they recently bought

CrossWorlds; after all they have WebSphere MQ

Integrator and their own Web Services Flow Language

(WSFL) orchestration tools already.

We might expect web services to significantly reduce

the need for adapters. If all the package vendors made

their APIs available as XML Web Services, and platform

vendors provided SOAP access to their existing

technologies, we could use one uniform integration bus

based on SOAP and relegate EAI tools to the role of

orchestration and monitoring. Or could we?

XML Web Services provide a great way to express an

API in a common language using SOAP and WSDL,

and with interfaces like these we can employ simple

programming toolkits to stitch together our systems.

Hard coding links between systems through programming

reduces the flexibility that XML Web Services offer.

Whereas the more sophisticated EAI products like

Microsoft BizTalk and IBM WebSphere MQ Integrator

have orchestration capabilities that would allow us to

Web Services

and EAI
By Jonathan Stephenson

XML Web Services are an

important development affecting

the Enterprise Application

Integration space. In this report

we look at the EAI architecture in

the context of XML Web Services;

we discuss the role for EAI

vendors as SOAP and WSDL

erode some of the traditional role

for them as suppliers of adapters.

We will also we focus on the need

for reliable messaging which is

required if SOAP is to play a

significant part in the enterprise

integration solution.
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HTTPR
HTTPR is IBM’s reliable version of HTTP. Why start with

HTTP, an inherently unreliable protocol when there are

so many more reliable network transports available?

The answer is clearly that HTTP is already in place and

everyone, even home users nowadays, have a Web

server infrastructure. It provides security in the form

of PKI encryption to give us SSL and implements

challenge-response authentication with support for a

variety of corporate directory services.  If we add the

reliable delivery at the HTTP level, no impact is made on

SOAP, your application code, WSDL or anything else.

HTTPR uses the HTTP headers to uniquely number the

messages so that the networking layers can ensure the

correct ordering of the received packets. Also, the

acknowledgment of each numbered message allows

the sender to keep sending packets until a receipt is

returned. None of this is rocket science, but without it,

Enterprise Integration using Web Services can’t really

be contemplated.

You can download various alpha test releases from IBM’s

emerging technologies site, www.alphaworks.ibm.com

IBM’s MQSeries
MQSeries already provides reliable messaging for

many enterprise intranets. It provides an asynchronous,

guaranteed service and includes persistence mechanisms

to recover from system downtime. IBM has built an

enterprise integration tool on top of this called 

continues...

respond to change and reconfigure our integration

solution as the systems evolve with a minimum of

developer effort.

As the package application vendors move toward

SOAP and WSDL as the universal API, standards based

orchestration tools like these will gain access to a larger

number of packages and platforms, without the need

for bespoke adapters.

If you have been following our series on the Business

Services Server you will note the similarity between the

facilities provided by EAI and our services server

concept. Our services server gave us the same

configuration flexibility provided by EAI but could only

adapt to XML Web Services. We pictured it more as a

pipeline than a hub because we predefined a set of

steps in the workflow of each call, services such as

identity, security, logging and service selection, and then

added orchestration as a separate superset of these

basic services. We will come back to orchestration later.

One part of the EAI solution we have ignored until this

point is ‘reliable messaging’. One thing that XML Web

services do not do for us is guarantee delivery over

HTTP, or the order in which the SOAP messages will be

delivered, or that each SOAP call is made only once.

Not much good for an enterprise solution. In our

Business Services Server, reliable messaging was a

block in the diagram, but we have not looked in detail

at how it can be implemented. Let’s look at three

alternatives, HTTPR, IBM’s MQSeries and Microsoft’s

Global XML Web Services Architecture (GXA).
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‘Web Services and EAI’ continued...

WebSphere MQ Integrator. MQ is not an Internet

protocol so you wouldn’t expect it to be the transport

mechanism in use for B2B exchanges across the

Internet. However, for internal integration projects, the

SOAP messages for web services can be transported

using MQ with all the benefits of guaranteed delivery

that brings with it. If you are using MQ to cross your

network and then access a remote service on the

Internet you must be aware that MQ has no control

over the hop (or hops) from your web server to the

service provider and so you have added nothing to the

reliability of the system. You would need to implement

HTTPR for the extranet part of the journey.

MQ can provide transport for SOAP over the intranet

and then fire up a component and deliver the SOAP to

the component. The MA7N support pack for MQSeries

is available for the Microsoft SOAP Toolkit and this is a

good example of how you could, for example, create a

.NET application that uses MQ to access a COM

component without your .NET code being aware of the

IBM transport layer. The Microsoft SOAP toolkit provides

the MQ adapter with the ability to find and start up

COM components.  It uses the WSDL and the meta file,

WSML generated by the toolkit to locate and map the

SOAP parameters to the COM interface. So for example,

your application may call a web service, MQ intercepts

the call, delivering the SOAP message to the remote

server where a component is instantiated and the pay-

load delivered.

The following quote is taken from the SupportPac

description:

The functionality provided by this SupportPac

enables application developers to use existing

MQSeries channels and queues to transport SOAP

messages within their network, have them executed

by a remote SOAP server and the responses

delivered to an MQSeries reply queue, without

using any HTTP or additional communications

mechanisms. The COM monitor functionality

enables COM objects to be triggered and executed

in a generic fashion by an MQSeries message

without the need for a surrogate process to host

the COM objects.

Global XML Web Services Architecture
(GXA)
Both solutions discussed so far are transport level

solutions. They push the basic functions of numbering

each message and acknowledging each one in the

sequence down to a network level. The developer (a)
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Web Services Orchestration
Web services orchestration is another area where IBM

and Microsoft have so far proposed alternatives. WSFL

from IBM and X-LANG from Microsoft are both XML

protocols concerned with aggregating web services or

other business processes into a single business service.

Both can describe a pipeline of individual steps,

including pre and post condition tests and branching.

We have discussed the BizTalk server in previous reports;

this uses graphical tools based on Visio to design the

collaborations between services and is implemented on

top of X-LANG.  IBM’s enterprise application integration

solution based on MQSeries uses the MQSeries Workflow

engine to compose and orchestrate processes. The

toolkit to enable this to work with XML web services is

called Web Service PMT (Process Management Toolkit)

and is available from alphaWorks(2). This is a quote from

their overview document:

Composing Web Services allows the choreographing

of and adding control logic to a set of Web services

in a business process, which is then executed under

the control of a process management system. Not

only Web services can be choreographed, but also

other software components, such as Java programs,

so that intranet and internet components can

be combined. Complex Web services, with the

characteristics of a process, can be created by

modeling the business process and publishing it as

a Web service.

Due to the complexity of orchestration, and given the

fact that X-LANG is already an implementation in

Microsoft BizTalk, our expectation has been that this

may be a difficult area for vendors to reach agreement

on, though ultimately we expect both companies to

move towards a single standard.
continues...

has no way of getting at it, and (b) has no need to know

about it other than he can rely on messages getting

through in the correct sequence.

The Microsoft approach is radically different. It moves

the reliability process up to the SOAP message layer.

You could think of this as follows. HTTPR is like using

DHL to deliver a parcel; each package is logged into

the system on receipt and DHL take responsibility for

the package until it arrives and is signed for. In contrast

the GXA approach is as follows: we use the ordinary

post system, because it’s there and it’s cheap. Because

we can’t rely on it, we put a stamped, self-addressed

post card into every parcel and the addressee posts it

back to us when the parcel arrives. If we don’t receive

the post card receipt, we send another parcel until we

do. We get the same benefits but it works on every

postal system in existence, even through the most

unreliable regions in the world.

GXA plugs in the support for reliability, encryption,

identity and routing by using the SOAP headers. For

example in WS-Reliability a session number and a

message number is placed into each SOAP header.

The target system acknowledges each message with

the two numbers. If a number arrives out of order, the

system can wait for the ‘in-sequence’ message while

acknowledging each one as it arrives. In this way we

can plug reliability into the architecture of our Business

Services Server as a self-contained module because it

uses the extensibility of SOAP headers and EAI vendors

can build it into their hubs.

If you control both ends of the SOAP conversation you

can build this today, if not you should wait for the

WS-Reliability standard to crystallize. For some tips on

how to do it, Eric Schmidt of Microsoft presented his

solution at PDC 2001 (see ARC331)(1).

So to compare and contrast:
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HTTPR MQ GXA

Transport level solution

The reliable transport layer must be continuous from

end-to-end

Hidden from the application developer

Is available now

MQ doesn’t use internet protocol, HTTPR is layered

over HTTP and will be transparent to HTTP ports on

firewalls.

SOAP header extension

Doesn’t care about transport and can hop from one

to another

Can be ‘seen’ at the application level and can affect

business logic, e.g. if service unreliable, switch to

another and send an email

Can roll your own for now

Is transparent to HTTP ports on firewalls
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‘Web Services and EAI’ continued...

unless you have reliable network transport in place,

XML web services are still very much an emerging

standard in the EAI space. However, the universal

adoption of XML web services as a standard for

packaged application integration will remove some

of the demand for comprehensive EAI products,

especially as package adapters become standardized.

EAI solutions can quickly adapt to the changing

requirements by focusing on the Business Services

Server concept and differentiate themselves by providing

the best orchestration, monitoring, reliability and

scalability options.

Although IBM and Microsoft are collaborating well on

standards such as SOAP, WSDL and WSIL, we can see 

some interesting contrasts in their approach to reliable

messaging, and workflow standards; it is reasonable to

expect them to capitalize on their existing products

such as MQSeries Workflow and BizTalk so we must

accept some diversity in the standards for the time

being. As we have said so many times, the good thing

about standards is there are always plenty to choose

from. However, given that IBM and Microsoft are now

also working closely on the GXA specification they may

surprise us by converging much sooner.

1. http://msdn.microsoft.com/code/default.asp?url=/code/sample.
asp?url=/msdn-files/026/002/650/msdncompositedoc.xml

2. www.alphaworks.ibm.com

3. www.ws-i.org
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Historical 2001/2 2003-on

Trends in EAI
As we have shown, SOAP and WSDL will have a

significant impact on the integration domain. Proprietary

API approaches will become obsolete as people move

towards a more universal standard. EAI servers will

focus on the higher-level activities of orchestration,

monitoring, alerts and management. The Business

Services Server concept can be adapted from the

existing EAI servers, but we must not forget the

considerable lead-time for package vendors to

implement Web Services and also for the adoption of

the latest versions by companies. In the transition

period we will be looking for EAI servers that simply

plug in XML Web Services along with proprietary

package APIs. The following table summaries the trend:

Futures

Assuming that organizations such as Web Services

Interoperability Organization (WS-I)(3) succeed in driving

the adoption of XML Web Services standards, we will

see over the next decade a gradual merging of several

software product domains. For B2B, EDI, ebXML and

SOAP merge to become universal business integration

bus that works across all network and hardware

boundaries. Collaborations such as B2B, application

integration and workflow will be modeled and

expressed using an XML orchestration language based

on a new standard emerging from X-LANG and WSFL.

EAI vendors will create the management servers to

migrate systems from proprietary APIs to the emerging

standards and provide the modeling and monitoring

needed to manage the services.

Summary
There is a lot more to EAI than simply a collection of

technology adapters; reliable messaging and

orchestration are two obvious requirements that WSDL

and SOAP doesn’t begin to address currently. So

Source application/ Proprietary XML-based SOAP-based

package interfaces

Adaptors Data and protocol conversion Add SOAP Unnecessary

Orchestration Proprietary language XML-based Based on

emerging standards

(e.g. WSFL and X-LANG)

Messaging Proprietary HTTPR, DIME Based on SOAP headers.

e.g. WS-reliable messaging

Interface Directory Proprietary UDDI based



In this article we intend to discuss the following process

“hotspots” for the agile process of implementing web

services and component based development:

● Business Process Modeling – the identification

and definition of the business processes, including

their inputs, outputs and dependencies

● Business Web Page Design – the identification

and modeling of the web page designs and their

interaction within the business web

● Web Service Identification & Reuse, Supply,

Manage and Consume (SMaC) – defining the

requirements and prospecting for reusable web

services to support the business web pages and

the business processes defined

● Web Service Internal Design – designing and

constructing the components and agents, that will

deliver the component functionality to execute the

required web services across the distributed domain

● EAI – Enterprise Application Integration, effectively

“hooking” in the requests to both legacy/package

data and functionality to deliver the required

business processes across the software architecture

that is currently in place

● XML Analysis, Design and Integration – defining

and modeling the XML documents, DTDs and

schemas used to marshal data, and how to

expose their data to the components that deliver

the required functionality.

● Testing – providing the capability to dynamically

build the test cases and scripts from the design

environment, and track the test results.

Worked Example

The following sections provide an example of the Select

Perspective web services and components process. To

usefully demonstrate this we have used a candidate

business web consisting of a number of organizations

looking to provide a consolidated product catalog via

the web, and allow customers to purchase products

from that catalog. We have called our “virtual” business

web organization Web Entertainment Products. The

Web Entertainments Products organizations’ business

is the sale of products; we’ve assumed these are

leisure media products, e.g. CDs, computer games and

books. A group of organizations in this space have

come together to provide a consolidated offering of

rental and sales of these items to a broad customer

continues...

Select

Perspective,

an Agile Process

for Web Services

and Components
By Steve Latchem,

Hedley Apperly and

David Piper

Experienced component architects,

designers and developers

recognize the evolutionary nature

of services, which inherit much

from best practices with

components. Aonix have been

assisting organizations to use

component based design and

development to implement

service based architectures for

over 6 years, utilizing the Select

Perspective development process

and the principles of the supply,

manage and consume model

for services and dependent

components. In this guest article

Aonix describe how they are

advising their customers using a

detailed case study.
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base. The sales portal will be their consolidated web

site, with the execution of new and existing application

functionality making the catalog available to browse and

complete a rental or sale transaction for the selected

product irrespective of the organization within the

business web that supplies it.

Business Process Modeling
Business Process Modeling (BPM) is a pre-cursor

technique used to establish the content and scope of

the business domain before solutions design begins in

earnest. It establishes a shared understanding of the

business domain expressed in a formal manner. By

focusing on business processes, the model can be

used as a starting point to drive synchronized programs

of business and systems change. The new business

processes must be implemented both by the business

and used as requirements for constructing new solutions

to support those processes.

Web services standards are taking an increasingly

abstract view of the way that organizations and

solutions will interact. Currently, the most abstract view

is at the business process level. Standards such as

BPML (www.bpmi.org) allow organizations to publish

the structure and protocols of their business processes.

Within these published definitions, the requirements

and implementations of web services together can be

published.

Here we use the industry-leading business process

modeling notation from Computer Sciences Corporation,

Catalyst. The notation is supported by a large number

of modeling tools, e.g. Select Enterprise, System

Architect, Aris and CaseWise.

The notation has two key diagramming types:

● Process Hierarchy – to present the hierarchical

structure of business process groups (non-elemental

processes);

● Process Threads – to show the dynamic transitions,

constraints and input/outputs of

elementary business processes.

The hierarchy diagram shows the hierarchical

relationships between process groups, for Web

Entertainment Products, these are the Stock

Management, Online Transactions/Customer Services

and the Registration and Acceptance of

Customers/Members.

Process Thread Diagrams

For the thread diagrams in our example, we have

concentrated on the customer transaction, encompassed

within the process group – Online Customer Service

Provision.

The thread diagram shows the events and results of the

process group that is its parent, and their transitions, 

exclusivity (represented by the arcs on the transitions), 

Process Hierarchy Diagram
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and the elementary business processes (EBPs) to be

implemented. In addition, “swimlanes” are added to

represent the ownership of the EBPs by business actors

- in this case the Customer using the web sales portal.

Documenting each EBP are detailed descriptions,

objectives and process volumetrics, enabling the

designer to not only refine and/or re-factor the business

processes before automation, but also to being to look

at performance and scalability of non-functional

requirements. In addition, traceable links to use cases

allow the dependencies between the business processes

and systems requirements to be understood easily.

Business Web Page Design
In parallel with the Business Process Modeling, the

“front of store” work is typically carried out. The

general graphic design, impact/atmosphere, core page

prototyping and market analysis is performed. Here we

use Collaboration Diagrams defined by the Unified

Modeling Language (UML). This has two purposes;

● To design the page interactions and

dependencies, in the context of the actor using

the web solution;

● To scope the pages to be built, associate the

growing graphic designs of these pages, and

support the development of the Use Cases to

define the web service requirements.

Web Service Identification
The next stage of the business web lifecycle is to

identify and define the web services that will fulfil the

requirements of the business web. This includes the

reuse of web services from external parties (i.e.

commercial UDDI repositories) or internal sources (i.e.

the internal repository of web services and components)

that may fulfil the business web process requirements.

Typically, an organization would use the business process

definitions to browse and identify potential web services/

components, then include these into this modeling

phase, after performing a gap analysis.

Supply Manage and Consume Model (SMaC)

The diagram shows the SMaC model for components

and web services, where suppliers (be they external or

internal), and consumers form a reuse relationship for

continues...
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‘Select Perspective, an Agile Process...’ continued...

the delivery of the business web solution. The central

“Manage” function deals with publication of service/

component versions, the service/component consumer

lists, and the dependencies between services and

components. This enables the organization to employ a

solution, service and component “factory” model in

their analysis, design, reuse and construction of software

solutions.

Identification and reuse of services is a practice already

well established in the CBD arena – especially in the

concept of Supply-Manage-Consume. The maturing

component management tools enable publication,

search and reuse of components/services.

Consumers can publish

the specification of new

components and services

as requests for delivery.

They consume existing

components and services

as they assemble or

re-assemble solutions.

Consumers are typically

not interested in the

implementation technology

of particular service as

long as it meets the

functional and non-

functional specification

and can integrate with

their solution architecture.

Suppliers receive component/service specifications

and supply implementations in return. Different sources

of components are maturing rapidly – in-house teams

are increasingly skilful at component delivery; System

Integrators have adopted component supply as a

valuable channel of business; Package solutions are

becoming componentized; Component market places

are maturing rapidly. Web services provide another

channel for the supply of services.

The identification and definition of the web services

forms a critical part of business web design, particularly

when the power of web service discovery technology –

UDDI - is to be used (www.uddi.org). This uses a web
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service business registry to lodge, and discover web

services.

Web services provisioning is a “variation on a theme”.

The need is the same as for other forms of provisioning

– to identify services that meet a set of functional,

informational and protocol requirements. In common

with other channels of provisioning, a common medium

for stating the need has been specified – UDDI. This is

different in form but not in fundamental nature from

specification mechanisms used by other channels.

There are additional elements to consider, particularly if

Web Services are from third parties, the aggregation of

web services to support the transactional context

required by the organization’s business processes, and

the security/trust facilities provided by the service.

Non-functional requirements are considered here

too, does the service provider guarantee sufficient

robustness, scalability, availability and

performance, for example.

Having identified candidate services, details

of these can be published by the component

management function into an organizations component/

service repository for future reuse. Activities performed

by the component manager in relation to web services

are similar to those carried out for any other form of

service – including certification, quality assurance,

reuse advice and authorization. The web services

model is essentially commercial at base – but in SMaC

focused organizations, other commercial service

channels are already in use, including component

market places. Whilst the economic model may differ in

form, the need to work within a commercial licensing

framework is not new.

Gap Analysis and Business Web Design
For this analysis and design, Aonix use the power of

UML. Use Cases are used to define the functional

requirements of the system, in terms of the actors

interactions with the system. These Use Cases are

directly mapped to the elementary business processes

they have been derived from, providing complete
traceability to the business model.

The following use case diagram defines the Use Cases

for the Customer system actor, it also shows the use of

an external system actor for Online Authorisation.

From the Use Cases, the web services can be identified

and modelled using Object Sequence Diagrams to

define the contextual use, and definition of the web

services. Each Use Case has a detailed intent,

description, pre/post conditions and alternate course

descriptions, enabling the designer to identify and

define the web services in detail.

The following Object Sequence Diagram shows the web

service identification from the Identify Entertainment

Item Use Case. Note that the services defined follow

the slightly different paradigm to component services,

i.e. they are coarse grain, “single shot” service requests

that perform a single focused business service for the

calling solution.

The web services are “bundled” into cohesive groups,

defined as UML Packages to show their notional inclu-

sion in “virtual” components. Additionally, the internal

data/XML structure of the collection of services is

modelled as class diagrams with relationships to show

hierarchyand multiplicity.

The data-centric nature of a web service contract, its

input/output, drives the strong need for detailed data

continues...
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modeling of the XML structures. This effectively

becomes the basis for information exchange internal to

the organization and across organizations, similar to the

data exchange and information modeling requirements

for (e.g.) EAI and B2B initiatives. This XML modeling

(as Class/Package structures) extends the behavioral

nature of UML modeling to include the data requirements

for the services.

Web Services Package Diagram
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Internal Data/XML Structure Diagram

continues...
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Web Service Internal Design

The supplier of the web service, whether internal or

external to the organization, now needs to design its

concrete implementation. There are distinct layers to

the implementation of a published web service:

1. Components & Agents – the use of components

and peer to peer (P2P) agents design to provide the

dynamic deployment and discovery of components

that will implement the web service;

2. Component Internals Design – the internal design

of business components that provide services to the

web service and the controlling agents;

3. Legacy Integration (EAI) – the integration of legacy

functionality and data into the business web internal

components.

Component and Agent Design

For each web service designed, its internal

implementation is now required. The Object Sequence

Diagram above shows the design of the inclusion of this

agent, and its use of the interface to an XML Server to

configure its actions when the web service is requested.

The business components themselves, like our Search

Engine from the previous Object Sequence Diagram,

require design too. The Object Sequence Diagram

below shows the decomposition of the component’s

internal design, using a façade Session EJB, which del-

egates to an Entity EJB to perform the product search:

Integration Legacy Applications and Data -

EAI Design

The final piece of business web design/development

activity is the integration of legacy applications and/or

data into the design of the web service. For this

integration work, EAI vendors typically provide solutions

to seamlessly integrate the legacy systems. Typically

organizations make use of legacy application and

system connectors. The inclusion of these connectors

is modelled in the Object Sequence Diagram overleaf

to show the interaction and transformation of the

component internals to the legacy message through

the connector.

XML Analysis, Design and Integration

This has been mentioned throughout our worked

example, XML being the “nouns” of business webs,

where web services, UDDI, components, agents and

connectors are the “verbs”.

Our clients have used varied tools to facilitate the

design and implementation of their XML Schemas:

XML Document Browser - Load XML documents,

schemas and DTDs (either internal or external) and

browse their content. The tree-view user interface makes

the evaluation of content, structure and embedded

constraints within a document easy to find and evalu-

ate. An example of this is XML Spy (www.xmlspy.com).

XML Parsing Wrapper – A parsing wrapper should

expose a generic, feature rich interface to all layers of

the organization’s application architecture. This enables

many applications to make use of XML without knowing

how to parse it, configure it, error-check it, or transform it.
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XML Meta Repository is, unsurprisingly based upon

XML. It defines its models, dependencies and attributes

in XML documents, enabling farms of application servers,

to, if required share or exchange repository segments,

or entire repositories.

Testing

The final stage of the business web development

lifecycle is testing. The designs that have been

discussed so far provide an excellent documentation-

base for test cases and scenarios. The UML models are

converted to test cases using a bridge. In the testing

tools these definitions of business processes, web

services, components, agents, classes, methods and

data marshalling are refined to include the business

inputs and expected results. As the testing tool records

the test case interactions for repetition, the results are

captured in its repository, but the basis of the test case

has come automatically from the design. Additionally,

the volumetrics captured at the business process level,

can now form the basis of the acceptance criteria for

the load/volume tests and the deployment and load

balancing tests that are performed.

Summary

For the CBD experienced organization, used to

assembling solutions in a service-based architecture,

web services are an interesting new channel of service

provision. They present no fundamental challenge in

terms of analysis or design. Nor do they present a

challenge in terms of processes and structures for

managing the “virtual” software assets. CBD mature

organizations are already assembling solutions from a

mixture of software assets, both created internally and

provisioned from external sources.

The challenge is in adapting to the details of the

commercial models underlying web service usage and

in extending the existing provisioning mechanisms so

they support the active search for and publication and

reuse of web services. With Select Perspective, a mature

Supply, Manage and Consume (SMaC) model aligns

perfectly with the principles of web services and

components, enabling the organization to migrate to web

services process and architectural models more easily.

Steve Latchem, Director of Services, Aonix

Hedley Apperly, Vice President, Marketing, Aonix

David Piper, Principal Consultant, Aonix
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Management Summary

According to a recent survey, virus attacks represent

one of the commonest forms of software threat to large

companies. Companies in the financial sector are

perhaps particularly vulnerable to attack.

OKENA has introduced a set of related technologies to

improve the security of IT systems. They are to be

welcomed as complementary to existing approaches. In

this review we examine the claims made for the product

and explain what roles it can and cannot play.

Introduction

Okena is a security systems company that is delivering

a radical change in security systems architecture. 

Most people will be aware that anti-virus security

systems are based on the principle of scanning for

“known” virus signatures. The same can be said to be

true for firewalls, and other security products, that they

also look for known threats. There is a problem here of

course, because if you and your company are amongst

the first to be affected by for example a new virus, you

are not protected! Only once a new virus has been

detected can signatures be distributed. Think about this

for a moment, this is a reactive system that means that

someone is always going to be vulnerable. 

Okena have adopted a different approach - they look

proactively to identify threats. Their product architecture

is rules based, and intercepts all requests to the

operating system making permit/deny decisions in real

time. Policies for commonly used products such as

IIS and Office are pre-configured. But even more

interestingly, custom policies can be set for custom

applications. Okena assess this monitoring as a 5%

overhead.

Suppose a user receives a virus in an e-mail message,

which when opened sends an infected message to

everyone in their address book. An agent implementing

a rule that a user may not send an e-mail to more than

n people, or send a forwarding email within n seconds

of opening a message, could then open a dialog box

requesting user confirmation to the action.

Of course this is still not foolproof, but at least the

emphasis is now placed on ensuring that the system

rules exclude all inappropriate patterns of behavior. 

The most important thing to remember is that to study

security, you really have to study how security fails. If

you get very good at that, you can fix things before

Product

Report -

Storm Watch

from Okena
By Richard Veryard &

Aidan Ward

Over the past few months we

have had considerable focus on

security issues. We have advised

that the simplistic fortress security

model in isolation is inadequate,

and have recommended that

security models need to have

characteristics of an immune

system. In this report we examine

in more detail a product that is

pushing the envelope in this

particular area.
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intruders find them. So far, very few people have really

been systematic about designing in security from

the start.

The interesting thing about Okena is that they are pro-

viding automation support for this view of the world,

and that it need not be restricted to anti-virus checking,

because once you have accepted this proactive model,

then rules can be applied to a wide spectrum of threats

and behaviours.

What problem is it claimed to solve?

The company literature focuses on the problems of

adequate protection against viruses and similar

automated attacks. The conventional approach to virus

protection is to maintain and distribute a set of virus

definitions, so that attempted infections can be

recognized and prevented. However, since there is a

constant and increasing stream of new viruses, there is

inevitably some delay from the first attacks to the

dissemination and installation of new virus definitions,

and this leaves a window of vulnerability for systems

and companies. In contrast, StormWatch makes real

time decisions about patterns of activity against a set

of rules that define legitimate behaviour for applications.

It is thus able to block actions considered illegitimate

even when there is no other evidence of an attack or

when there is no definition for a new virus. Of course

OKENA are keen to point out that they can even provide

some protection against attacks that have not been

dreamed up yet. This is called closing the window of

vulnerability.

Security conscious companies will probably wish to

use OKENA technology in addition to their existing

virus-definition-based software – the “belt and braces”

approach. However, some companies might feel that

this new technology supersedes and obviates the old

approach. In any case, we might expect that an OKENA

user might be lax about virus definitions, and more

careless about virus-prevention practices (such as not

opening spurious attachments promising lewd pictures

of celebrities). In some situations, there is a phenomenon

in risk management known as risk-equalization; this

means that risk prevention measures result in a change

in behaviour, which restores the previous level of risk.

For example, if people with seat-belts and airbags

feel safer and therefore drive more recklessly, the

road accident statistics may not show any lasting

improvement. Such careless behaviour makes the

investment in protection of questionable worth.

Attack focus versus application focus

The domain of action of this technology is not the

firewall, or the scanning of files and mail for viruses,

it is the behaviour of applications. Instead of trying to

detect an attack, it tries to bar access to behaviour that 

is not legitimate. The patterns of legitimacy are in access

to combinations of files, networks, COM, and registry.

Thus at best all machines are protected at core, without

relying on detection. OKENA call this their INCORE™

architecture for INtercept COrrelate Rules Engine.

This application-centric nature is of course closer to

conventional old-fashioned security concerns with file

permissions and user privileges. What has been done is

to link these old mechanisms and implement a real-time

protection system where combinations of otherwise

legitimate activities add up to evidence of illegitimate

action. A virus checker works on positive identification of

a problem, StormWatch works on positive identification

of legitimacy, and so is fail-safe to some degree.

The emphasis on the application and of legitimate

behaviour is welcome. Too often companies are not

prepared to think carefully about what users and

applications should be allowed to do, and this sloppiness

does create real security risks.

Virus threats and other security threats

A recent survey conducted by market research firm

Evans Data compared the incidence of security breaches

under three broad categories: computer virus, human

error and unauthorized break-in.  Evans Data found that

computer virus attack was the most commonly cited

cause of database corruption. (Of course we would

expect both under-detection and under-reporting of the

last of these.)

Simple behaviour monitoring is already used in Intrusion

Detection Systems (IDS), which concentrate on detecting

and dealing with unauthorized users – in other words,

hackers. However, since the Evans Data research

suggests that virus attack may be a more significant

problem than hacking, OKENA’s approach is at least

complementary to IDS. As we indicate below, it is

conceivable that it may eventually supplant it.

In Evans Data’s survey, the highest levels of attacks are

reported in the banking and finance sector, although

this finding is open to various different explanations.

1) Conceivably it could mean that bank systems are

easier to breach than other company’s systems –

although this seems an extremely unlikely explanation

continues...
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2) Banks may certainly be more attractive to intrusion -

because there’s money in them there vaults. This

would explain a higher level of hacking, but would

not explain a higher level of virus attack or human

error.

3) Banks are more highly motivated to detect security

breaches – for the same reason. (This might explain

a higher level all of classes of security breach, not

just intrusion.)

4) Bank security breaches are easier to detect -

because the data and transactions are so simple

and repetitive.

StormWatch and Immune System
architectures

An immune system recognises legitimate activity because

it has grown up with it and become accustomed to it.

An immune system will react, potentially, to any change

in activity until that new activity itself become normal

and legitimate.

Storm Watch could be likened to a manual immune

system mechanism where the legitimacy of patterns

must be specified by the security manager. There are

standard set-up settings supplied by OKENA and beyond

that it is a matter of understanding which patterns form

a useful separation of activities.

From this perspective, we can see that far from

overcoming an inherent disadvantage of virus checkers

in being one step behind, StormWatch also works on

definitions that must be kept up to date. We can

certainly expect attacks to learn how to circumvent the

patterns that an implementation precludes, and then

the same problem of finding and testing a patch to the

definitions that prevents and attack without making

legitimate applications unusable.

Is it the attacks that learn, or the attackers? And which

attackers? We understand that many viruses are created

using virus-writing kits, and this confers a degree of

predictability. Okena might be well-equipped to prevent

script viruses and copy-cat attacks, even though the

specific instances haven’t been registered yet. Where

Okena will have more difficulty is in genuine innovations

in virus creation – but we suspect that these are

significantly rarer.

As for “legitimate applications”, it may be reasonable to

ask why such applications might be falling foul of

Okena. Perhaps “legitimate” system designers have to

be taught to avoid certain grey practices, so that

their applications can be more clearly and definitively

recognized as kosher.

(Compare the senior manager who refuses to wear a

security badge and fires the guard who gets in his way,

with the security manager who fires the guard for

allowing the boss into the building without his badge.)

StormWatch and general security problems

Viruses are important but are not the only security risk

faced by corporate IT systems. As hinted at above, a

general concern with understanding what legitimate

activity looks like and how it can be distinguished from

illegitimate activity of all sorts can only improve general

security. Although OKENA is not making more general

claims of this nature at present, this would seem to be

a logical extension of its current capabilities. OKENA

therefore potentially presents an attractive alternative to

existing IDS systems.

The other major claim made by OKENA is that by

improving protection, security managers can move from

fire-fighting activity to more proactive planning and

audit activities. This might be true at an ad hoc level,

but in general there are plenty of attacks that Storm

Watch will not protect from (such as insider attacks)

and in terms of the generic security process of protect,

detect, respond, companies are usually over-reliant on

protection anyway and do not have sufficient plans in

place for systematic detection or response.

Our concern is to progress at the level of socio-technical

system behaviour and understanding of the role this

technology might play. An automated approach to

security checking can be a source of false confidence

as well as a real protection.

richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

aidan_ward@antelopes.com

OKENA - www.okena.com
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background

The CBDi Forum is recognized as an authoritative source on advanced business practices and IT architectures,

and in particular all aspects of web service and component based business. The Forum provides experience

interchange and industry analysis for the software industry and its customers. The 10,000 Forum members

include IT architects, business analysts and development managers from the world’s major enterprises as

well as thought leaders from the software industry. Two principal analysts facilitate the Forum, assisted by

several associates, providing a continuous analysis service, special interest group meetings, plus high-level

consulting and education workshops.

principals

David Sprott and Lawrence Wilkes are software industry veterans, well-known commentators and industry

analysts with long careers in the industry covering many technical and business roles. Both David and Lawrence

specialize in advanced application delivery approaches, technologies and markets.
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If you have questions, comments, suggestions for future topics please contact us at info@cbdiforum.com
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implementation of, or reliance upon, the information contained in this publication.
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